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The space of admissible weights, i.e.. the weights for which the reproducing kernel 
of Bergman type can be defined, is introduced and a suficient condition for a 
weight to be an admissible weight is proved. It is shown that orthogonal projectors 
and corresponding reproducing kernels depend analytically on weights. Explicit 
formulas for Taylor series in both cases are given. r 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the Bergman reproducing kernels are playing a 
fundamental role in complex analysis, in harmonic analysis and also in 
quantum theory. In modern quantum field theory families of reproducing 
kernels of Bergman type occur depending on weights of integration, (see 
[3, 51). The main purpose of this work is to investigate the kind of 
dependence. First we point out several problems where this dependence is 
important. 
In Ref. [S] a very interesting model of quantum theory is described 
which starts with a Klhler manifold G! as a classical phase space of a physi- 
cal system (many leading quantized classical systems have such a phase 
space). The Hilbert space H of quantum states of such a system consists of 
the holomorphic sections of some Hermitian line bundle E over a, which 
are square integrable with respect o the Liouville measure p on Q. One of 
the most important objects of this model is just the reproducing kernel K 
of H. It depends on the measure p and on Hermitian and holomorphic 
structures on E. This kernel makes the quantization of classical states 
possible as follows: one can assign to any classical state z E Q the quantum 
state 
u, := [K( ., z)/(lK( ., z)j\] E H. 
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Using this embedding one can calculate the transition probability 
amplitude from one point to another: 
4z, u.) := l(~zlhv)l, z, n’ E Q. 
Then the calculation of the Feynman path integral for such a system is 
equivalent to finding the reproducing kernel K. The above interpretation is 
possible if and only if the holomorphic and metric structures of E satisfy 
a certain geometrical condition, which in coordinate terms becomes the 
complex Monge-Ampere equation. More precisely, in coordinate terms the 
space H consists of all holomorphic, p-square integrable functions on 52, 
where p is some weight of integration depending on the measure ,!J and on 
Hermitian and holomorphic structures on E. Precisely this weight must 
satisfy the equation 
(see [S, (2.22)]), where n=dim, 52, C>O is a constant and K, is the 
p-Bergman function (see Defn. (2.2)). It is clear that to investigate this 
equation one should know the kind of dependence of K,, on p. 
In the model presented in [S] the interaction of a massive particle with 
an external field is described by deformations of a Hermitian line bundle 
structure of E (the Penrose idea), i.e., this structure plays the role of an 
external field. On the other hand, the action functional is expressed in 
terms of the reproducing kernel K (see [S, (3.6)]). Therefore the varia- 
tional principle gives some equations on K. To obtain the field equations 
from this one needs to know how the reproducing kernel K depends on the 
structure of E (it can be deduced from (1, 1) but we should know that the 
solutions of this equation exist). 
The reproducing kernels depending on weights can be also used to study 
the classical Bergman functions. In particular (see Example 3.3) Bergman 
functions of certain Hartogs domains can be expressed as sums of series of 
Bergman functions depending on weights and defined on another domain 
of lower dimension. 
For other facts and examples concerning the reproducing kernels of 
Bergman type we refer to [ 1, 21. 
In the present paper we show that, taking an appropriate space of 
weights, one can obtain the analytical dependence of Bergman kernels on 
weights. Besides our space of weights (so called admissible weights) seems 
to be as wide as possible. It is endowed with a natural but strong analytical 
structure. To avoid some technical difficulties we consider only the case 
when Q is an open subset of the Cartesian space @” and E is a trivial 
bundle over Sz. However, all examples given in [S] are of this kind. 
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In Section 2 we introduce the space of admissible weights A W(Q) and 
Bergman functions defined by these weights. We prove also several basic 
properties of the above notions. The main result of Section 3 is 
Theorem 3.1 which gives a sufficient condition for a positive Lebesque 
measurable function on Q to be an admissible weight. All weights which 
appear in the examples mentioned above satisfy this condition. Here we 
also give some other examples. In Section 4 we prove the theorem about 
the analytical dependence of orthogonal projectors on a fixed subspace on 
weights (Theorem 4.2). We give also an explicit formula for the Taylor 
expansion. This result is a main tool in considerations of the next section. 
Here we prove our main result, i.e., the theorem about the analytical 
dependence of Bergman functions on weights (Theorem 5.1). 
Without any other explanations we use the following symbols: N-the 
set of natural numbers; Z-the set of integers; Z + := N u { 0); R-the set 
of reals; C-the complex plane. 
2. ADMISSIBLE WEIGHTS AND REPRODUCING KERNELS 
In this paper B is an open nonempty set in @” and p is an arbitrary 
weight on Q, i.e., p is a Lebesque measurable, real-valued, positive function 
on Q (under the convention that we consider two weights as equivalent if 
they are equal almost everywhere with respect o the Lebesque measure on 
Q). The set of all weights on Q will be denoted by W(Q). Let L2(Q, p) be 
the space of all Lebesque measurable, complex-valued, p-square integrable 
functions on Q. The space L’(Q, p) is a separable complex Hilbert space 
with the norm (1. I(,, given by the scalar product 
Denote by L?H(SZ, p) the set of all p-square integrable holomorphic 
functions on Q. Then L2H(Q, p) is a linear subspace of L’(Q, p) (perhaps 
equal to { 0} ) called the p-Bergman space ouer Q (see [ 1 ] ). For any z E Q 
we define the evaluation functional E, on L’H(Q, p) by 
E;f := f(z), j-E L2WQ, PL). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A weight p E W(Q) is called an admissible weight if for 
any z~s2 the following condition is satisfied: (AW) there exists a 
neighbourhood Vz of z in Q and a constant C, > 0 such that for any u’ E Vr 
The set of all admissible weights on 52 will be denoted by A W(Q). 
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It is well known (see [4]) that the characteristic function of the set 52 
satisfies the condition (A W). In the next section we show that the set 
AH’(Q) is sufficiently large (see Theorem 3.1.). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let p E A W(Q). Then 
(i) for any compact set Xc Q there exists a constant CX > 0 such 
that for any z E X 
llJ%ll, Gcx, (2.2) 
(ii) L*H(Q, p) is a closed subspace of L’(l2, ,a). 
ProoJ The proof of (i) is obvious. The point (ii) is an immediate conse- 
quence of the Weierstrass theorem on the limit of an uniformly convergent 
sequence of holomorphic functions. 
If p EAR’(Q) then, by the Riesz theorem on the representation of a 
continuous linear functional, for any z~s2 there exists an unique function 
e,, E L*H(Q, cl) such that for every fE L’H(O, p) 
If E, # 0 then the function eZ,p is given by the formula 
(2.3) 
e 
:=E= ,,z;,, ,,$ ( 1 
-- 
2-H (2.4) 
where M? := (I-P,,,) g, P=,, is the orthogonal projection of L*(sZ, ,a) onto 
Ker E,, I is the identity in L*(Q, p) and g is an arbitrary element of 
L*H(l2, ,u)\Ker Ez. If Ez = 0 then e,, = 0. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The function K,: B x Q + C given by the formula 
KJz, xl := e=,,(x), Z,XEQ 
is called the ,a-Bergman function of the set Q (see [ 1 I). Since the formula 
(2.3) can be written in the form 
f(z) = J1, &AZ, x) f(x) P(X) d2”x (2.5) 
the function K, will also be called the P-Bergman (reproducing) kernel of Q. 
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It follows from the above definition that the function KJz, x) is 
antiholomorphic in x, i.e., 
SK,,=0 
dXi ’ i = 1, 2, . ..) n, (2.6) 
where x = (.x1, x2, . . . . x,). Similarly as in the classical case we can show that 
the function K, has the following properties. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let us A W(Q) and let K, be the u-Bergman function. 
Then 
(i) for any complete orthonormal system (qk} in L’H(S2, u) 
qz, xl = 1 v)k(Z) (Pkb), Z,XEQ, 
k 
(2.7) 
where for every compact XC Q the series on the right hand side converges 
uniformly on Xx F, 
(ii) for any x, zes;! 
K&x, z) = K&z, x); (2.8) 
(iii) the function K, is holomorphic with respect to thefirst n variables; 
(iv) K,, is analytic in the real sense; 
(v) if P(u) is the orthogonal projector of L’(Q, u) onto L’H(S2, u) 
then for every f E L2(52, u) and any z E Q 
Cm4f I(4 = IQ K,(z, 4 f(x) Ax) d2*xT (2.9) 
i.e., the u-Bergman function K,, is the integral kernel of the operator P(u). 
Proof For the proof of (i), (ii), (iii), and (v) we refer to [4]. The state- 
ment (iv) is a consequence of the Hartogs theorem on separate analyticity. 
Namely the function KF: R x 0 + C given by the formula 
K;(z, x) := KJz, X) 
is holomorphic with respect to each variable and therefore it is 
holomorphic on L2 x a (Q := {x E C”: X E Sz}). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let u E A W(Q) and let K, be the u-Bergman function 
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of 52. Let X be a compact subset of Q and let C,> 0 be such as in (2.2). 
Then for every z E X 
(2.10) 
Proof It follows from (2.2) (2.4) and from Definition 2.2. 
Let HA(Q) be the vector space of all complex-valued real analytic 
functions on Q x 52, which are holomorphic with respect to the first n 
variables (Sz c C”) and antiholomorphic with respect o the last n variables. 
We consider HA(Q) as a FrCchet (Montel) space with the topology given 
by the family of seminorms ( II.I) X: XC Q, X-compact }, where 
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the mapping 
AW(R)3pwKpEHA(R), (2.11) 
where Kp is the P-Bergman function of the set 52. In particular we will 
examine the continuity, differentiability and analyticity of this mapping, 
Before doing this we should endow the set ,4 W(Q) with the suitable 
topological and analytic structure. We accept the following definition of 
analyticity. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let U be an open subset of a normed space A’ and let 
Y be a topological vector space. We say that a map F: U+ Y is analytic 
on u iff for any x E U there exists a ball B c X with the center at 0 E X such 
that x+ Bc U and for any hEB 
F(x+h)=F(x)f f a,(h, h, . . . . h), 
??I=1 - 
mtimes 
where a,,,: X” + Y is a continuous m-linear function for m = 1,2, . . . . and 
the series on the right hand side converges uniformly on B. 
Let L,“(Q) be the Banach space (algebra) of all real-valued, Lebesque 
measurable, essentially bounded functions on Q with the norm 
II gll := ess sup I g(z)l, 
zeR 
g E G?(Q) 
(we consider two functions of L,“(Q) as equivalent if they are equal almost 
everywhere with respect to the Lebesque measure on a). Let U(Q)= 
{ gE L:(Q): ess inf ZER g(z) >O}. It is easy to see that U(Q) is an open 
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subset of L;(Q). For any p E W(Q) we define a map @,: U(9) + IV(Q) by 
the formula 
C@,(g)lb) := g(z) P(Z), gE U(Q), Zen. (2.12) 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let PE W(Q). Then 
(i) Qr is a one-to-one map of U(Q) onto the image U(Q, p) := 
@,(w-2)); 
(ii) for any VE W(Q), if U(Q, v) n U(Q p) # 0 then U(Q, v) = 
w-a /JL); 
(iii) the family B := {G,(X): PE W(Q), X-an open subset of U(Q)) 
form a basis of some topology T on W(Q); 
(iv) the family { 0; ’ : p E W(Q)} form an analytic atlas of a Banach 
manifold on the topological space (W(Q), T); 
(v) for any Y,, Y~E U(B, p) rhe spaces L*(52, vI) and L*(Q, v2) 
coincide as vector spaces and the norms (1. )I “I and I( . (1 ,,z are equiualenr; 
(vi) if ~EEW(Q) then U(s2, p)cAW(Q), i.e., AW(SZ) is an open 
submanifold of W(Q). 
Proof: We omit the proof of (i), (ii), (iii), and (vi). For the proof of (iv) 
we only note that if U(L2, v) = U(Q, p) then 
(@,‘qk)=k, gE U(Q), 
where hE U(Q) is such that p=kv. 
For the proof of (v) let 
i(h) := es.spf h(z), h E U(Q). (2.13) 
If vI = g,p and r2 = g,p, where g,, g, E U(Q) then for any f e L*(Q, v,) 
Hence 
Ilf II “: G c,,,,, llfll \‘,3 
where 
c y2v, := (Ilg2111i(g,))‘~2. 
We left the remaining details for the reader. 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
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From now on we will consider W(Q) and AW(SZ) as analytic Banach 
manifolds with the analytic structures introduced above. 
3. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR A WEIGHT 
TO BE AN ADMISSIBLE WEIGHT, EXAMPLES 
THEOREM 3.1. If ,a E W(Q) and thefunction l/p is locally integrable on Q 
then p is an admissible weight, i.e., p E A W(Q). 
Proof If x0 E C”, R > 0, define the open ball B(x”, R) = (IE C”: 
Jx - x0( < R}. Let -7 EQ and let V be an open set VEI z and a number r > 0 
be such that the function l/p is integrable on V and B(z, 2r) c V. Put 
V, := B(z, r). By the mean value theorem for harmonic functions (see 
[4, Sect. 1.31) and by the Schwarz inequality we obtain that for each 
M’E V= and each f~ L’H(Q, p) 
1 
$ 
vol B(w, r) i B(~. r)
< vol jcM., ,.) (j$$" (jQ I.fC412 A-~) d2"x)"' 
$ d “‘x 
= c, Ilfll,. 
Hence p satislies the conditions of Definition 2.1. 
This result can be easily generalized. We say that a function f on 52 is 
integrable at a point z E Q iff it is integrable on some neighborhood V of z 
in 52. Then the following is true. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let ,a E W(Q) and assume that for each z E Q there exists 
a compact set MC Q such that z E M and the function l/p is integrable at 
any point of the topological boundary dM of M. Then p is an admissible 
weight on Q. 
Proof It follows from Theorem 3.1 and from the maximum principle. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. If xa is the characteristic function of the set 52 then 
xng A W(Q) and the Xn-Bergman function is the classical Bergman 
function of the set $2. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let Q := (ZE C: Iz( < 11 be the unit disc in @ and let 
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pk(z)= IzJk for ZEQ, where kE R. By Theorem 3.2, POE AI+‘(Q). Let 
g,,(=) = zrn, where i E Q, m E H +. We consider two cases 
(A) k> -2. In this case g,,,E L*H(Q, pk) for any rnE H’ and 
IIgrnllku = (2n/2m + 2 + k)‘:‘. The functions 
dk := (lillgmll,,)~ gn,, mEZ+ (3.1) 
form an orthonormal, complete system in L’H(Q, puk) and by (2.7) the 
p,-Bergman function K,, is given by the formula 
KJi-, M’) = 
1 k 
7c( 1 - zK-)* +2n(l-5) (3.2) 
(B) kg -2. In this case the space L*H(Q, pk) is spanned by the 
system {gm}~=mk, where m k :=max(jEZ: j< -k/2}. By (2.7) and (3.2) 
we have 
K (- ,,,)=1(zlT.)m~+:+2m,+2+k(2~)“L 
Pk -1 7-c (1 -S)- 2 1 - zc’ (3.3) 
Note that the map k H KI,k is analytic on IR - { - 2, - 3, -4, . . . ). On the 
other hand, if kl # k2 then U(s2, pk,) n U(Q, pLk2) =Qr and therefore 
R- { -2, -3, -4, . ..} 3 kt-+pkeAW(Q) is not a continuous map. Hence 
the analyticity of the map k I-+ K,,, does not follow from our theory. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let Q be an open set in @” and let cp: Q + (0; + cc] be 
a lower semicontinuous function on 8. Since for any compact XC Q 
inf, EX q(z) >O we obtain (by Theorem 3.1) that for any m E N, 
(pm E A W(Q). 
Define 
Q, := ((z, ()E@“+‘:ZEQ A I([ <q(z)}. 
Then R, is an open set in C” +I. If f is a holomorphic function on 52, then 
fk 5)= f f,(z) 5”7 ZEQ, (z, 5)EQ,, 
m=O 
where for any m E Z + f, is a holomorphic function on Q. It is easy to see 
that f E L*H(Q,) iff for any meZ+ 
f,,, E L*H(Q, cp2”‘+ ‘)
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and 
,=,&s, If,(z)12cp2’“+2(z)~2”z< a. f 
The sum above is equal to 
9, then 
llfl12. Similarly if K is the Bergman function of 
m,p=O 
where for any m, p E Z+ K,,Jz, ~3) is holomorphic in z and anti- 
holomorphic in MJ. It is not difficult to show that K,,,p = 0 for m # p 
whereas K,,,,, is the ((n/(m+ 1)) (p”“+’ )-Bergman function on 52 for 
m = 0, 1,2, . . . . Then the theory developed below can be used to investigate 
the dependence of the classical Bergman function on such deformations of 
the domain Q, which are given by deformations of the function cp. 
For examples which are important for applications in physics we refer to 
c3, 51. 
4. THE DEPENDENCE OF ORTH~C~NAL PROJECTORS ON WEIGHTS 
Since the P-Bergman function K, is the integral kernel of the orthogonal 
projector P(p) (see Theorem 2.1) we will investigate at the beginning 
properties of the map ,u H P(p). Let v E A W(Q). Proposition 2.3 allows us 
to consider projectors P(p), p E U(Q v) as continuous linear operators 
acting on some fixed Hilbert space, for example, on L*H(Q, v). 
Let us fix the notation. If X, Y are normed spaces then the normed space 
of all linear, bounded operators on X into Y will be denoted by L(X, Y). 
If X= Y, we write L(X) instead of L(X, X). The normed space of all 
k-linear bounded operators on the Cartesian product X, x .. . x X, of 
normed spaces into Y will be denoted by Lk(X,, . . . . A’,; Y). If U is an open 
subset of X and T: U -+ Y is a map, which is differentiable up to the other 
k then we denote its kth derivative at a point XE U by Dck’T(x). We 
consider it as a k-linear, bounded operator on Xk into Y, i.e., Dfk’T(x)ts 
Lk(X, . ..) x; Y). If X=X, x ... x A’,,, then D,T(x) is the derivative of T at 
x E CT with respect to the variable xI E Xj, 1 < j d m. 
Now fix a weight VE IV(Q) (v is not necessary in AFV(Q)). Let {fi} be 
an arbitrary sequence (finite or infinite) of linearly independent elements of 
L’(Q, v). Denote by {(p,(g)} the sequence obtained from {fi} by the 
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orthogonalisation procedure with respect to the scalar product (.( .)gv, 
where g E U(Q). We have 
cPj(g) := 
J-C!=: (fiIcPi(g))p Vi(g) 
IV;-21: <S,lcPi(g))gu cPi(g)ll,,.’ 
j> 1. (4.1) 
LEMMA 4.1. For any jE N the map ‘p,: U(Q) + L*(Q, v) given by the 
formula (4.1) is smooth, i.e., if is differentiable up to any order. Moreover for 
euery g E U(Q) the range of the operator Dql (g) is contained in the subspace 
of L’(Q, v) spanned by oectors f,, f2, . . . . fi. 
Proof. One can easily prove the first part of this lemma using the 
induction principle. 
The second part is an immediate consequence of the fact that for every 
jE N ‘P,: U(Q) + Span{.f,, .-, f,}. We have left the details for the reader. 
Let us consider four maps: 
F: L’(l-2, v) x L’(s2, v) x L,“(Q) -+ @, 
F,: L;(Q) -+ L(L’(Q, v)), 
F,: L;(Q) + L(L;(Q)), 
F,: U(Q) -+ U(s2), 
where 
F(u,, ~2, g) := s, u,(z) u*(z) g(z) v(z) d’“, 
Ul, u2 E L2(Q2, VI, &YE L;(Q) (4.2) 
CF,(g)fl(z) := g(z) f(z); (4.3 1 
[F,(g)hl(z) := g(z) h(z), 
ZEi-2, g, hEL,“(Q), fE L’(Q, v) (4.4) 
CFAg)l(Z) :=-$ ZEQ, ge WJ). 
The map F is smooth as a bounded 3-R linear form. F, and F, are linear 
and bounded and therefore they are smooth. The map F, is a smooth 
diffeomorphism of U(Q). We have 
DF,(gjh = -f, g E WQ), h E L:(Q). (4.6) 
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We now can define the map M: U(G)+L[~~(Q), L(L’(Q, v))] by the 
formula 
Wg) := F, ~F,tF,(g)l, g E U(Q)? (4.7) 
i.e., for any h E f,;(Q) 
M(g)h = F,[F,(F,(g))h] = F, 
0 
i E L(L’(Q, v)). (4.8) 
Since the superposition 
0: L[L,“(Q), L(L2(Q, v))] x L(L,“(sz)) -+ L[L;(Q), L(Ll(B, v))] 
is a smooth map (as a bilinear bounded operator) we find that M is 
smooth. If ho L,“(Q) is fixed then we have 
D(M(g)h)h,= -F, g E U(Q)? h, EL;(Q). (4.9) 
Let H be an arbitrary but fixed closed subspace of L*(Q, v). We are going 
to examine the analyticity of the map 
where P(U) is the projector of L2(Q, v) onto H, orthogonal with respect o 
the scalar product (. 1. )P, p E U(Q, v). To do this we should consider a 
superposition 
P, := PO @& U(Q) + L(L’(A-2, v)), 
where cc0 is an arbitrary element of U(Q, v) and @I@ is given by (2.12). It 
is sufficient to take p,, = 1’. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let H he a finite dimensional subspace of L’(f2, v) 
(dim H = m < CC ). Then for any f E L2(Q, v) the map 
U(O) 3 g w T,(g) := P,.(g) f E L2(Q, v) 
is smooth. Besides, for any g E U(Q) and h E LE (52) 
DT/(g)h= CPAgb (Wg)h)a iI- Pdg))lf, (4.10) 
where M is given by (4.7) or (4.8) and I is the identitJ7 operator in L2(Q, v). 
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Proof: Let us fix f~ L*(Q, V) and some base fr, . . . . f, in H. Let 
q,(g) ,..., q,(g) be given by (4.1). Then 
m 
Tf(g)= C <Vi(g)lf>gv cPj(g) 
i=l 
where F is defined by (4.2). Hence the smoothness of Ty follows from 
Lemma 4.1. Now fix g, E U(Q). For any g E U(Q) we have 
T,(g) = f’,.k)f= P,,k)CPAgo)f + (I- f’,(gcJ)l f 
= Pv(go)f + P,.k)fO? 
where fO := (I- P,(g,))f. Since the first component of the above sum does 
not depend on g we obtain 
m 
= C f'(DVj(go)k f07 80) sOj(go) 
j= I 
+ 1 F(Pi(SO)9 .fO3 h) cP,(gO) 
,=I 
= f F(cPj(gO)5 f-0, h) Vj(gO)Y hEL;(Q). 
,= I 
We have used above the fact that f,, is orthogonal to H with respect to 
( .I. &” and Drpi(g,)hE H forj= 1, 2, . . . . m. Hence 
= CPJgo), (M(go)h)o(I- ~&h))l f 
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If g E U(Q), define 
(4.11) 
where i(g) = ess inf,., g(z). If h E B, then 
i(g+h)Bi(g)- I(hlJ >y>O (4.12) 
and therefore g+h E U(Q). It follows now by (2.14) and (2.15) that for 
every f E L’(l2, v) 
(l/C,) llfll ,g+h,v~ llfllgv~Cg llfIl(g+h)L~~ (4.13) 
where we can take 
(-, := y+ li2. 
(. > 
LEMMA 4.3. Under the assumption of Lemma 4.2 the map P,, is 
continuous. More precisely for any g E U(Q) there exists a constant A, > 0 
such that for each h E B, 
IlP,(g + h) - P,.(g)ll,,s GA, VII, 
A, does not depend on H. 
(4.14) 
ProoJ: By Lemma 4.2 for every f E L’(Q, v) and h E B,! 
lIP,Ag+ h)f - J’,(g)f lip 
Then we obtain (4.14) using (4.13) and the following two facts: 
(a) for any te (0; 1) 
IlPv(g+ Wll,g+r/t,v= III-P,.(g+th)lI,,+,,,,= 1, (4.15) 
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(b) for every ge U(Q) and any h~Lz(C2) 
(IM(g)hl( ,= ‘h<E R\ 
Ii Ii g ‘4d 
(see (4.3)-(4.5) and (4.8)). 
(4.16) 
LEMMA 4.4. For any g E U(8) there exists a number NR > 0 which has 
the following property: for every finite dimensional subspace H of L’(Q, v) 
and any h E B, 
IIP,.(g+h)-P,~(g)-P,,(g)~(M(g)h)~(~-P,(g)jlI,,~ 
d N, llhll 2. (4.17) 
Proof Let us fix g E U(Q). For every h E B, and every f e L’(Q, V) 
II [Pi&g + h) - P,,(g) - P,.(g) 1 (Wg)h) Q (I- P,.(g))lf Ilp 
= 
ID 
’ {DT,(g+ th)h - CPv(s)o (j’WgM)o (I- P,As))lf > dt 
0 /I &T’ 
~ ‘IIP,(g+thj~[(M(g+th)ll)~(I-P,(g+th)) I 0 
- (M(g)h)o(f-P,.(g))lfll,,dt 
Note that by (4.13), (4.14), and (4.15) 
IIP,(g+th)~C(M(g+th)h)~(~-P,,(g+th))-(M(g)h)~(~-P,(g))lfll,,, 
<C, IICWg+th)h-Wg)hlf + C(M(g)h)~PJg) 
- W(g+ th)h)oP,,(g+ th)lf lI(g+w := a(g, t, h, f). 
Since 
d i(g(‘;Fth)j Ilf Ilgv 
c& llhll’ Ilf lIgv 
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and 
we obtain 
(see (4.13)-(4.16)). 
Moreover by (4.13)-(4.16) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
Setting (4.19) and (4.20) in (4.18) we obtain (4.17). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let v E W(Q) and let H be an arbitrary closed subspace of 
the Hilbert space L*(Q, v). Then the mapping P,, which assigns to any 
ge U(Q) the projector P,,(g) of L’(Q, v) onto H (orthogonal with respect to 
the scalar product ( . ) . )gy) is differentiable. Moreover for any h E L:(Q) we 
have 
DPvk)h = P,(g)a (Mg)h)o (I- P,(g)), (4.21) 
where M(g) is given by (4.7). 
ProoJ: If dim H< co then by Lemma 4.4 P, is differentiable and 
equality (4.21) holds. We should prove the same for dim H= co. We will 
do this by showing that P,, fulfils the inequality (4.17) (with the same 
constant N,). Let us fix goE U(Q), hi BP0 andfe L*(Q, v). Let {A.> be an 
arbitrary complete system in H, which is orthonormal with respect to the 
scalar product ( .( . )gOy. Denote by {cp,(g)} the sequence obtained from 
{Ai> by the Schmidt or th ogonalisation (see (4.1)) with respect o the scalar 
product ( .I. )gvr gc U(Q). Finally let p,,(g) be the projector of L’(Q, v) 
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onto the space Span{J; , . . . . f,,,) = Span{ cp,( g), . . . . cp,( g)} (orthogonal with 
respect to ( . ) . )p,,). Since 
f F&f, gdf, 
j= I 
= P,.(go)f, 
f, Of;, t-W(g,V)~ (I- PkJ)lf, go) f, 
= CP,k,)~ (W&)h)~ (I- ~,dg,))l.L 
where the series above converge with respect to the norm I(. Ilggr. Then for 
a given E > 0 there exists m E N such that 
II C~,hl+ h) - kg, + mfll,,,~ 
= II t F(rp;(g,+h),f, g +h)v,(g,+h) =nl+ I RO I’ 
<f, 
II CP,(g,) - kkl)3&,~ 
= Ii j=$+, F(J;J g&j 
= 
II 
,=g+, F(f,, [(Wg,)h)~ (I-- Pvko))lwL go,/,!! 
ROY 
<$, 
rhen 
I( 
jtl F(f;, C(Wg,M)~(P,Ag,) - ~vkdlf, gdf,~! 
sx~ 
= IICi;.~so~“~~~~,~~~~~~,~~,~--,~~~,~~lfll,,. 
6 ll~(gov4l IICP,,(g,) - K.kdlfll,,, 
Mll 8 ad ‘5 <-.-.-=- 
a3) 4 ll~ll 4’ 
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Using previous inequalities and Lemma 4.4 for the map F, we obtain 
IIC~,~~SO+~~-~“~~~~-~“~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~,~~~~~1fll~~~ 
G II c%go + h) - kh) - E4gob (MgoV)o (I- kmwll,, 
+ IIC~“~~O~@~Ml~~~h~~I~,~~~~~-~,~~~~~~lflIROI1 
+ Il(P,dgo + h) - %so + h)).fll,,. + ll(P,.k,) - %&J)fll,, 
+ II C(P,,(go) - %gow (Wgo)h) 3 (I- Rbd)lfllgo~ 
G Ng, VII2 Ilfllg,,, + E. 
Since the above inequality holds for any E > 0 it is also true for E = 0. This 
completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let X, X,, . . . . X,, and Y be normed spaces over the same 
~eldI16(=IWorC)andletQ:XxX,x...xX,-,Ybeabounded(k+l)- 
linear map. Then the map Q” : X, x . . . x X, + L( X, Y) given 611 the formula 
Q”(x, , . . . . xk)x := Q(x, xl, . . . . x,), x E x, t-u I,..., X,)EX, x ... xx,, 
is k-linear and bounded. 
THEOREM 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 the mapping P, is 
analytic on U(Q). More precisely for any g E U(s2) and h E B, = B(0, i( g)/2) 
(see (4.11) ) tve have 
P,,(g+h)=P,,(g)+ f (-1)&-l 
k=l 
x [f’v(g)o Wk)h)lk+- P,(g)) (4.22) 
and the series on the right hand side converges uniformly on each ball B(0, r) 
where r < (i( g)/2). 
ProoJ: At first we shall prove that the map P, is smooth. For, let us 
define the map Q: L(L’(Q, v))~ + L(L’(!S, v)) by the formula 
Q( T, T,, T,) := T, 0 To T,, T, T,, T2 E L(L’(IR, v)). 
Let Q”: L(L’(O, v))‘+ L[L(L’(B, v))] be defined as in Lemma 4.5. Then 
Q” is smooth as a bounded bilinear map. Moreover by Theorem 4.1 we 
have 
DP,(g) = Q”R(gh I-- P,k))oWg). 
580.94 l-9 
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Suppose that P,, is of class Ck. Then DP,. is also of class Ck as a superposi- 
tion of Ck-maps and bounded bilinear maps. Now we can use the induction 
principle. Since by Theorem 4.1. P,, is of class Co we see that it is of class 
C”. 
We are going to show that for any h E L,“(Q) 
D’k’P,,(g)h’k’=(-l)k~‘k! [P,,(g)~(M(g)h)]“o(z-P,(g)), 
where 11’~’ := (h, h, . . . . h)~ Lg(Q)k, g E U(Q). 
k-times (4.23) 
By (4.21) it is true for k= 1. Assume that (4.23) hold for k=m. We have 
DgCP,Jg)~ (Wg)h)l A, 
=P,(gPF, y -p,‘(g)~(wg)h,) ( > 
oP,,(g)-(M(g)h)-P,(g)GF, y ( > 
= -Pv(g).(M(g)h,)~P,,(g)~(M(g)h), 
where h, h, E L:(Q) (see (4.9)). 
We have used the equality 
W(g)h,)~(Wg)h)=F* y 7 
( 1 
which follows immediately from (4.3) and (4.8). For h, = h we obtain 
~,CRkb (WgM)lh = - CP,(gb w(d~)12. 
Then 
pn+ “p,(g) /+m+‘, 
=D,((-lY-lm! CPY(g)O(M(g)h)lmo(Z-P,(g))jh 
= (- I)“- ’ m! {D,CP,(g)~ W(g)h)l”} 0 (I- P,(g)) 
+(-l)“m! CPy(g)n(M(g)h)lrnoP,(g)o(M(g)h)o(Z-P,(g)) 
=(-l)“m!m[P,,(g)o(M(g)h)]“+‘~(Z-P,(g)) 
+(-l)“m! CP,(g)o(M(g)h)l”+‘~(Z-P,,(g)) 
=(-lj”(m+l)! [P,.(g)~(M(g)h)]m+L~(Z-Py(g)). 
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Using the induction principle we conclude that the formula (4.23) is true 
for every natural k. 
Let us fix g 6 U(0). If h E B, then for any m E N 
+ t 
j 
1 I-t)” 
-P+“P,(g+th)h’“+“df 
WI! 
(4.24) 
0 
(the Taylor formula, see [6]). Since for each f E L"(0, v) 
IL. 4 l++‘,.(g + th) hip) 1 ‘I f ’ I SC, ,~~lP.(g+rh)~(~(g+th)h)I” 
~(I-P,,(g+th)))fll,,+,,,,, 
<C, IIWg+ fh)hll” IIj’~l~R+,~p 
6 c2 2 “hH p Il.fll 
H s i(g) 
tz” 
(see (4.12), (4,13), and (4.16)) we have 
II L D’+‘,(g + rh) h’p’ P! 
This gives 
-D’“+“P,(g-tth)h’“+“dt 
/I R” 
m+l 
Since J/h/J c i( g)/2 we see that the remainder in the Taylor series (4.24) 
converges to zero. This completes the proof. 
5. THE ANALYTICITY OF THE MAP A W(Q) 3 ,u I-+ K,, E HA(R) 
LEMMA 5.1. As.sume rhar VEAW(Q), gE U(Q), (h,, . . ..hk)~Lz(S2) und 
KBu is the gv-Bergman kernel. Then the function 
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is an element of HA(G), where the integral on the right hand side is the 
iterated integral, Furthermore, if h, = h, = ... = h, = h, then for each 
z, U’ E a 
[Kg;h’k’](z, w) = [KE;h’k’](w, z). 
Proof: Note that for any z, MT E52 
CZ$(h,, . ..v h,c)l(z, ,r) 
= {CP,.(g)o(M(g)h,)~P,,(g)o(M(g)h,)G ... 
3 P,dgb (M(g) &)I &,,,t .) 4)W. (5.2) 
Since K,,( ., z) E L’H(Q, v) it is clear that [Kjlki(h,, . . . . hk)](z, .) E L’H(Q, v) 
and therefore [Kitt(h,, . . . . hk)](z, .) is an ankholomorphic function on Q. 
On the other hand 
CK~i(h,, . . . . h)l(z, M’) 
= <K,,(Y .)I [(M(g) h,)oP,(g)o(M(g) h,)o ... 
~P,Ag)fi(Wg)h)l f&(d),, 
= (C(M(g)h,)oP,,(g)o(M(g)h,-,)~P,.(g)~ ... 
oP,Jg)o(Mg) h)l J&d., )tv)I&&, .)jgv 
= [K!$(h,, hk- 1, . . . . h,)l(cc: z). (5.3) 
Hence for any ZEQ the function [KLyj(h,, . . . . hk)]( ., z) is holomorphic on 
Q. This implies that K!$(h, , . . . . hk)E HA(Q). The last part of the lemma 
follows immediately by (5.3). 
It is clear that KE,!: LE(Q)k 4 HA(B) is a k-linear map. If X is a 
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compact subset of Q, u’ E X and the constant C, > 0 is such as in (2.10) 
then by (5.2) (4.16), and (2.10) we have 
By Proposition 2.1 we now obtain that for any z E X 
I lxg,‘@,, . . . . hk)l(Z, ut)l G $$ IthIt - IlMy (5.4) 
which means that the map K,,, ‘ko is bounded with respect o the semi-norm 
(1. (( x on HA(O). Then we have proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let v E A W(Q), ge U(Q) and ke N. Then the map 
Ktk): Lg(Q)k --* HA(Q) given by the formula (5.1) is k-linear and bounded. P, y 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this chapter. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let for any u E A W(Q), K, denote the p-Bergman 
function of the set Q. Then the map A W(W) 3 u +t K, E HA(Q) is analytic. 
More precisely if v E A W(Q) then for any g E U(Q) and any h E B, (see 
(4.11)) hoe have 
K (g+h’!J = Kg,, + f (- 1)” K;y;h(‘? (5.5) 
m=l 
where K$’ is the k-linear bounded map given by (5.1) for m = 1,2, . . . . The 
series on the right hand side of (5.5) converges untformly on B, with respect 
to any semi-norm 1) . II x on HA(Q)? where X is an arbitrary compact subset 
ofs2. 
Proof: The uniform convergence of the series (5.5) for /l/z/( <i(g) 
follows immediately from the inequality (5.4). Let us denote 
K’(z, w) := Kgv(z, w) + 5 (- 1)” [K;$h’“‘](z, w), (z, w) E i.2 x l-2. 
m=l 
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Then K’E HA(R). We should show that K’= KIg+h,,,. Let us consider the 
operator 
Q,Ag, A) := f’,,(g) + f (- 1)“-~’ Cf’dg)O(Mg)h)lmO(~- f’,ig)) 
“1 = 1 
(see Theorem 4.2). We have 
Q,Ag,h)=P,(g)+ f t-l)“-’ Cf’v(g)“(Wg)h)lm 
m=l 
+ i (-l)“P,~(g)~C(M(g)h)~P”(g)l” 
nr = 1 
k-1 
+ c (-1)” P,,(g)oC(M(g)h)@P,(g)l”~(M(g)h) 
m=O 
k- I 
=,n&o (-1)“P”(g)i.C(M(g)h)oP,,(g)l”o[I+(M(g)h)l 
+ (- l)k.mfb Cw(g)h)~P,,(g)l”. (5.6) 
Let 
k-l 
&(z, M’) := 1 ! - 1)” [P,(g)9 (WgP)l” q.3 z) 
nr = 0 
k-l 
By Theorem 2.1(v) for any fe L’(B, v) and any ZE Q 
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= s R c&9 w)f(w) +g(M,) [ ho .f(,*.)] g(w) v(w) dd" 
= 
s 
/;(z, w).f(w)[g(w)+h(w)] v(w)dw2” 
= (Kfk w-)(g+h,r (5.8) 
(see (4.8) and (4.3)). 
Let E be an arbitrary positive, real number. By Theorem 4.2 we can 
choose a number n, E N such that for each k > n, 
lIf’Ag+ h) - Q& h)ll,v < @. 
Moreover we can assume that 
IIP”k)~ C(M(g)h)~P,(g)lkll,,~ g( > *+; 
for k>n,. By (5.6), (5.7) and (5.8) for any fEL’(Q, v) and any k>n, 
I <KCg+h,v (2, .)-GAG w->,n+h,Ll 
= CPAg+h)fl(z)- c (-l)“pY(g) 
1 
k- 1 
m = 0 
o CMg)~)~~“(g)l”~ L-I+ wfkvJ)lf I I (z) 
G I Cf’v(g+ ~)fl(z) - CQ,k h)fl(z)l 
+ I {m+ C(Wg)h)fi RWlk f~(4I 
G C,{II~,kf h)f- PA Wll,, 
+ IlP”k)fi C(M(g)h)~P,.(g)lkflI,,.) 
G CZE Ilf\l,“G C,C,& llfll(g+h)“~ 
where z E 9, C; is such as in Definition 2.1 and C, is given by (4.13). This 
implies that 
t&g+h,v (z, . ) - GA& . III (g+h,vGc:Cg’E. 
If WE Sz and C, is a constant chosen in Definition 2.1 for IV and the weight 
(g+h)v then 
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This completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 5.1. The kth derivative of the map U(B) 3 g H Kpy E HA(Q) 
is given by the formula 
D!$K,,(h,, . . . . hk) = (- lJk c K!$h,,,,, h,(z), . . . . ha(k)), 
OE n(k) 
where x(k) is the set of all permutations of the set 1, 2, . . . . k. 
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